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Abstract

Earthquakes cause serious damage to buildings and result in heavy losses to society, therefore, it is
necessary to enhance the seismic capacity of existing buildings via structural retrofitting. The traditional
retrofitting approaches are based on the component-level, but their improvement effect for the overall struc-
ture is not obvious. The ultimate goal of seismic retrofitting is to improve the overall seismic performance
of the whole structure, thus a variety of external sub-structure retrofitting methods have been developed at
home and abroad since the 1970s. The external sub-structure is connected with the existing structure as a
whole on the structural-system-level, and it is of great significance for lifeline projects or non-interrupted
buildings. At this stage, the external sub-structure retrofitting technology has received wide attention in
the seismic community and is still developing in bloom. This paper gives a state of the art review of the
advances and research interests of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology. First, the general con-
cepts of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology are given, including (1) retrofitting principle and
(2) retrofitting superiority. Then, the typical types of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology are
summarized, including (1) external frame sub-structures, (2) external frame-brace sub-structures, (3) exter-
nal wall sub-structures and (4) other external sub-structures. Finally, some critical issues of the external
sub-structure retrofitting technology are extracted, including (1) interfacial shear transferring mechanis-
m, (2) joint property and connection performance, (3) combination with precast-assembly technology, (4)
combination with prestress technology, (5) numerical approach and assessment indicators, (6) optimization
strategy and design procedure, (7) environment interaction and maintenance cost, and (8) application in
practical engineering. The future perspectives of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology are al-
so pointed out, and the contents can provide some reference for the subsequent research as well as the
developing trend in the future.
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1. Introduction1

1.1. Danger of Earthquake2

Earthquake is one of the main natural disasters that causes huge social impacts and property losses [1].3

After the earthquake, the direct influence includes building collapse, bridge broken, ground cracks, landslides,4

etc., and the secondary influence includes fire occurrence, plague spread, social unrest, etc., which further5

aggravates the human casualties and disaster severity [2].6
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According to the relevant data [3, 4], the global death toll caused by earthquakes accounts for 54% of the7

total death toll from natural disasters in the 20th century. In 1923, the M8.2 Kanto Earthquake in Japan8

[5, 6] killed 142,000 people and caused property damage to total over 6.5 billion U.S. dollars; In 1994, the9

30-second main-shock of the M6.6 Northridge Earthquake [7, 8] caused the collapse of more than 11,00010

houses and the loss of more than 30 billion U.S. dollars in the United States, and the impacts led to the11

destruction of highways and high-rise buildings within 30 kilometers of the epicenter; In 2010, the M7.012

earthquake in Haiti [9, 10] caused more than 270,000 deaths, and 3.7 million people were affected. The13

catastrophic consequences caused by earthquakes have aroused worldwide attention, and the prevention of14

earthquake disasters has become a hot issue in the field of seismic research.15

According to the disaster statistics of over 130 rare earthquakes, more than 95% of casualties and losses16

were caused by the destruction or collapse of buildings [11, 12, 13]. Due to the fact that a large number of17

buildings were designed based on experience without the initial consideration of earthquake impacts, or due18

to the update of the relevant design specifications, a large number of existing buildings could not meet the19

requirements of the current seismic fortification (e.g., at present 10 billion square meters of old buildings in20

China cannot meet the seismic requirements of GB50011 [14]). Generally, the existing structures commonly21

suffer from high risk of earthquake damage compared with new structures. Moreover, with the development22

of seismic theory and the improvement of related technologies, the potential danger of earthquake is further23

recognized, and the corresponding regional seismic fortification requirements will be further improved, which24

makes these existing aged buildings even more unable to resist the seismic impacts [15, 16]. Fig. 1 presents25

some severe earthquakes in history, and shows the huge danger to building structures and human societies.26

Figure 1: Danger of earthquake to building structures and human societies

1.2. Significance of Seismic Retrofitting27

Considering the historical and economic factors, a great number of existing buildings cannot be demol-28

ished or reconstructed, and these buildings need to be upgraded if they are continuing to be in service under29

these cases [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Therefore, the seismic retrofitting technology of structures has emerged30

as the times require, and has become a more reasonable solution and a more effective way to improve the31

seismic performance of the existing structures [22, 23, 24]. According to the relevant data in Sugano [25] and32

Springfield [26], seismic retrofitting technology generally results in better economic benefits than demolition33

or reconstruction for most old buildings, and the fortification area with seismic upgrade commonly indicates34

a better earthquake-resistant capacity and performance [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].35

The application of seismic retrofitting technology can be dated back to 1970s, when the concept of36

seismic retrofitting for highway bridges was first proposed by Robinson et al. [32] after the San Fernando37

earthquake in 1971. After that, the seismic retrofitting technology has received wide attentions and broad38

explorations by researchers all over the world, and different kinds of retrofitting approaches with multiple39

objectives and diverse effects have been proposed and applied into practical engineering. At this stage, the40

seismic retrofitting technology is still developing in bloom, and numerous research progress can be found41

in journals each day, with regard to the constructional details, experimental methods, numerical strategies,42

theoretical equations, case studies, etc [33, 34, 35, 36, 37].43

Up till now, the seismic retrofitting technology can be generally divided into three types [38, 39], the44

first is strength-improving type, the second is ductility-improving type, and the third is seismic dissipa-45

tion/isolation type. The first type includes most of the traditional retrofitting methods, such as material46
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replacing technique [40, 41], cross-section enlarging technique [42, 43], reinforcement increasing technique47

[44, 45], bolt anchoring technique [46, 47], etc. The second type can be further divided into two subtypes,48

i.e., component surface strengthening [48] and component interior strengthening [49], including stirrups in-49

creasing technique [50, 51], fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) wrapping technique [52, 53], surface prestressing50

technique [54, 55], steel encasing technique [56, 57], etc. The third type is related to the additional devices,51

including friction damper technique [58, 59], viscous damper technique [60, 61], isolating bearing technique52

[62, 63], etc. The first and second types commonly take the main load-bearing members of structures as53

energy-dissipating members, thus these load-bearing members are prone to damaging under the earthquake54

impact, which may result in the potential demolition or unserviceable function of structures after the seismic55

event. The third type commonly adopts the non-load-bearing components or additional components (such as56

dampers) as energy dissipation or energy isolation elements, and the purpose of protecting main structures57

is realized through the damage of these components. The principles of these seismic retrofitting technologies58

have been verified especially on the structural component-level, and these technologies have shown distinct59

advantages under certain conditions. The details of these component-level seismic retrofitting technologies60

have been reviewed and summarized by Priestley et al. [64, 65], Engindeniz et al. [66], Zhao and Zhang61

[67], Ma et al. [68], Pohoryles et al. [69], and thus are not elaborated in this paper.62

The ultimate goal of seismic retrofitting is to improve the overall seismic performance of the whole63

structure. Therefore, the retrofitting on the structural-system-level is better than the component-level in a64

sense. According to the seismic strengthening specification for buildings in China (JGJ-116) [70], emphasis65

is clearly pointed out that when carrying out seismic retrofitting of structures, attentions should be paid66

to improving its overall seismic performance. The local retrofitting to increase the structural irregularity67

should be prevented, and the seismic capacity of the overall structure should be improved comprehensively.68

Against the background of such demands, a variety of external sub-structure retrofitting methods have69

been developed at home and abroad since the 1970s [71], especially in Japan (e.g., external steel braces [72],70

external cable-stayed steel bars [73], external concrete frames [74], external rocking walls [75], etc). Until now,71

the external sub-structure retrofitting methods have been widely recognized and multi-dimensionally studied72

in the seismic community. Meanwhile, the external sub-structure retrofitting methods have preliminarily73

formed the integrated construction line, and have correspondingly been put into use with broad application74

in the Japanese industry.75

This paper, which provides a review of these advances, is organized into the following major sections on76

the external sub-structure retrofitting technology. First, the general concepts of the external sub-structure77

retrofitting technology are given, including (1) retrofitting principle and (2) retrofitting superiority. Then,78

the typical types of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology are summarized, including (1) external79

frame sub-structures, (2) external frame-brace sub-structures, (3) external wall sub-structures and (4) other80

external sub-structures. Finally, some critical issues of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology81

are extracted, including (1) interfacial shear transferring mechanism, (2) joint property and connection82

performance, (3) combination with precast-assembly technology, (4) combination with prestress technology,83

(5) numerical approach and assessment indicators, (6) optimization strategy and design procedure, (7)84

environment interaction and maintenance cost, and (8) application in practical engineering. The future85

perspectives of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology are also pointed out, and the contents can86

provide some reference for the subsequent research as well as the developing trend in the future.87

2. General Concept of External Sub-structure Retrofitting Technology88

2.1. Retrofitting Principle89

The external sub-structure retrofitting method has gained great popularity in the past decades in seismic-90

prone regions over the world [76, 77]. The external sub-structure retrofitting method is an efficient method91

of the structure system, and compared with the traditional component-level methods, it commonly has92

an excellent seismic retrofitting effect. The external sub-structure is connected with the existing structure93

as a whole, so that they can work together under the impact of earthquake. Through the external sub-94

structure, the force transferring mechanism, lateral displacement mode, and accumulated seismic damage of95
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the existing structure can be well alleviated, and the overall mechanical property of the existing building can96

be obviously improved. The external sub-structure can change the structural forms of the overall system,97

and the integrity of the existing structure can be further enhanced. Meanwhile, the weak layer of the existing98

structure can be strengthened to make the structural capacity or stiffness more uniform. In addition, because99

the construction is an external operation, it can achieve non-disturbing retrofitting without affecting the100

normal use of the inner structure, which is of great practical significance and social benefits for lifeline101

projects such as schools, hospitals, and nuclear power plants that cannot be interrupted. Worth mentioning102

herein is that although the majority of external sub-structure retrofitting approach is commonly conducted103

without the inner interference, frequently some intervention on the existing structure is still necessary in104

the practical construction, resulting in invasive works in a sense. Moreover, the external retrofitting sub-105

structures commonly do not carry vertical loads (i.e., gravity) but only the horizontal seismic ones. Fig. 2106

displays the typical cases of the external sub-structure retrofitting method in the practical application.107

Figure 2: The typical cases of the external sub-structure retrofitting method (images modified from https://www.yahagi.co.jp

and http://www.pita-kyoukai.jp)

2.2. Retrofitting Superiority108

Due to the external construction of the externally attached sub-structure, the overall structural system109

can be changed through the design of the sub-structure, and the technical methods such as prestress, energy-110

dissipation, and new materials can be introduced into the sub-structure during the retrofitting process111

[78, 79]. For example, the prestress can be adopted in the components of external sub-structure, thus the112

overall structure is improved with restoring force to reduce the residual deformation, under the requirement113

of performance-based design and resilience recoverability. For example, the energy dissipating dampers can114

be used in the external sub-structure to transfer the damage of the original structure, and meanwhile the115

external sub-structure provides the space to place these dampers, which avoids the facades or infills of the116

existing structures that may leave nowhere for placement. In addition, the new materials that are not117

considered when the existing structure is initially built can be supplemented in the external sub-structure118

to enhance the seismic performance under various demands (e.g., ultra-high performance concrete, self-119

compacting concrete, high-strength steel, memory alloy) [80, 81]. The external sub-structure can realize the120

capacity enhancement and performance improvement of the overall structure through the change of its own121

structural forms and constructional details. The external sub-structure retrofitting method is prospective,122

and compared with the traditional component-level retrofitting methods, it contains the advantages in both123

mechanical performances and functional performances (Fig. 3), which opens a new path and provides some124

reference for the old buildings in earthquake-prone areas. Moreover, the purpose to realize carbon neutrality125

in 2050 has further accelerated the requirement of the environment impacts during the construction process,126

and innovative sustainable strategies in renovating the aged buildings are currently under development. In127

a sense, energy efficiency retrofit is now a critical issue worthy of attention, and the external sub-structure128

retrofitting method is a proper solution for the integrated (formal, energetic and functional) retrofit of the129
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entire construction, effectively improving the energy efficiency and lifespan cost of the existing buildings.130

Fig. 3 represents the superiorities and characteristics of the external sub-structure retrofitting method, in131

comparison with the commonly-used traditional component-level retrofitting methods.132

Figure 3: The superiorities of the external sub-structure retrofitting method in comparison with the traditional approaches

3. Typical Types of External Retrofitting Sub-structures133

The external retrofitting sub-structures can be concretized as multiple types and constructional char-134

acteristics, according to the different retrofitting purposes and improving requirements. In 2010 and 2013,135

Qu and Ye [82], Qu and Zhang [38] summarized the development trend of seismic retrofitting techniques in136

Japan, including the external sub-structure approaches. Multiple sub-structure types were given according137

to the various retrofitting requirements, such as strength type, ductility type, energy dissipation type, and138

rocking type. At this stage, the commonly-used types of the external retrofitting sub-structures can be139

divided into (1) external frame sub-structures, (2) external frame-brace sub-structures, and (3) external140

wall sub-structures. Thus, the research progresses of these three types are mainly reviewed in this section,141

and the other external sub-structure types are also introduced briefly as supplementary.142

3.1. External Frame Sub-structures143

Among all the external sub-structure types, the frame sub-structure receives broad attention and is one144

of the most widely used types in the engineering application, due to its flexibility in arrangement, feasibility145

in construction and lower impact in lighting or ventilation. Thus, the frame sub-structure is the earliest146

applied external sub-structure systems for seismic retrofitting.147

3.1.1. Steel Frame Sub-structures148

The steel frame sub-structure contains the advantages of fast installation and efficient connection in the149

external construction. Besides, different section forms and various constructional features of steel frame150

sub-structure can be designed according to the retrofitting requirements. In 2004, Sakaguchi et al. [83] and151

Furukawa et al. [84] developed an innovative external reinforcing method that utilized steel portal frames.152

Compared with the respective reinforced concrete (RC) sections, the smaller sizes of steel portal frames153

(e.g., H-sections) provided sufficient strength and rigidity to retrofit the weak structures, after connecting154

to the exterior of the aged buildings. In 2007, Haga et al. [85] used an externally attached concrete155

embedded steel (CES) frame to strengthen an existing reinforced concrete building. The strength variations156

and deformation patterns were especially analyzed, before and after retrofitting, respectively. Based on157

the conclusions of Haga et al. [85], Kuramoto et al. in 2008 [86] further explored the external CES158

frame sub-structure to strengthen the existing buildings. The related results showed that the externally159

attached CES frame itself had excellent seismic performance, and significantly improved the bearing capacity160
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and displacement ductility of the existing structure. In 2008, Hiwatashi et al. [87] developed the seismic161

retrofitting technique by outer steel frame with pin-details. The external columns were truncated to set162

the damper, and only shear forces were transmitted while not bending moment. Experimental tests were163

carried to validate the improving effects and the structural characteristics. In 2010, Ueki et al. [88] used164

the external steel frame sub-structure to reinforce the existing reinforced concrete structure, focusing on165

the influence of the non-indirect connection between the two structures. Based on 10 groups of frame166

specimens, the relevant results showed that the external sub-structure retrofitting method was an efficient167

and feasible approach. The connection mortar on the interface between the external sub-structure and the168

existing structure indicated a beneficial effect, and the external steel frame can delay the brittle failure of169

the original structure satisfactorily. In 2020, Di-Lorenzo [89] conducted a state of the art review of the steel170

exoskeletons in seismic retrofitting of the aged RC buildings with low dissipative capacity, and the typological171

classification and the definition of the key parameters were well concluded, which laid an important basis172

for the proper conception and appropriate design of such systems in the future work. In 2021, Mazza [90]173

investigated in the effects of dissipative steel exoskeletons for the seismic retrofit of RC framed buildings174

in Italy, and three external dissipative exoskeletons were specifically compared (i.e., parallel, perpendicular175

and mixed solutions). The assessments not only verified the effectiveness of the proposed steel exoskeletons176

but also provided insights into the future development of the enhanced configurations. In 2021, Lee et177

al. [91] proposed a steel frame retrofitting approach without diagonal braces to retrofit the existing non-178

ductile concrete moment frames. Cyclic shear tests were adopted for three two-storey specimens to verify179

the effectiveness of shear connections, and the results showed that the proposed retrofitting sub-structure180

significantly increased the stiffness and strength of the existing frames, realizing an ideal deformation capacity181

of over 2% drift ratio. In 2021, Luat et al. [92] retrofitted the existing building column through the web182

direct or indirect bonding external H-sections. Enhanced seismic performances were observed via both183

experimental and numerical approaches. Besides, the seismic response and failure mechanism of the existing184

structure turned into a ductile failure pattern after the external retrofitting. Fig. 4(a) presents a typical185

external steel frame sub-structure in seismic retrofitting.186

3.1.2. RC Frame Sub-structures187

Compared with the steel frame sub-structures, the RC frame sub-structure commonly requires a lower188

life-cycle construction cost and reflects a better resistance to fire or corrosion. Especially for the aged RC189

buildings designed with low-strength concrete, the external RC frame sub-structures can avoid the sudden190

changes in stiffness and indicate a better compatibility in retrofitting. In 2013, Takeda et al. [93] reviewed the191

development of seismic retrofitting technology in Japan, and introduced two typical external sub-structure192

methods for existing reinforced concrete frames (i.e., external precast prestressed frame method and parallel193

unit frame method). The authors introduced two post-earthquake houses that had experienced the Tohoku194

Earthquake, and used the externally attached sub-structure methods to repair. The results revealed that195

the indicators of the reinforced structure (e.g., the maximum interstory displacement ratio) were all smaller196

than the specification thresholds. No damage was observed in the following service period and the repaired197

buildings were found to be structurally sound. In 2014, Xu et al. [94] proposed an external structure198

retrofitting and isolation rehabilitation approach for the existing 14-storey shear wall building. Shaking199

table tests for the structures with and without isolation layers were performed, and the results indicated200

that the isolation system can effectively control the seismic responses and significantly enlarge the second-201

order period. The external structure collaborated well with the existing buildings, which provided valuable202

guidelines for the retrofitting strategy. In 2015, Miyazu and Soda [95] proposed an externally reinforced frame203

sub-structure with energy dissipation devices. The analysis showed that under the premise of not excessively204

increasing the structural acceleration response, the externally attached sub-structure can effectively prevent205

the collapse or severe damage of low-/medium-rise buildings under rare earthquake levels. In 2020, Jung206

and Lee [96] proposed an external frame sub-structure to strengthen the low- and medium-rise building207

structures. The results indicated that the bearing capacity of the retrofitted structure was greatly improved208

beyond expectations, and the displacement responses were significantly reduced within the limitations of209

related specifications. In 2021, Cao et al. [97] experimentally investigated the external retrofitting technique210

through RC frame sub-structures. The specimen was designed as one-span and one-storey, and the external211
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RC frame was connected to the existing structure using high-strength anchor bolts. After retrofitting, the212

bearing capacity of the integrated structure almost doubled than the original structure. A worth noticing213

point in the external retrofitting design is to accurately determine the anchor bolt positions, thus to avoid214

the stirrups or longitudinal bars in the existing structural components. Fig. 4(b) presents a typical external215

RC frame sub-structure in seismic retrofitting.216

(a) External steel frame sub-structure [87] (b) External RC frame sub-structure [97]

Figure 4: Typical external frame sub-structures

3.2. External Frame-brace Sub-structures217

External frame-brace sub-structures commonly contain the advantages of larger lateral stiffness and218

better improvement in bearing capacity after retrofitting. Especially for the existing buildings with weak219

storey, the external frame-brace sub-structures can re-distribute the stiffness of the overall system to be220

more uniform, and simultaneously paly an important role in transferring the lateral force of earthquake221

impact to be more reasonable after retrofitting. Moreover, the external braces can be designed into various222

forms to enrich the sub-structure characteristics and to enhance the retrofitting effects. At this stage, rapid223

progress with related to the external frame-brace sub-structure is conducting.224

3.2.1. Classic Frame-brace Sub-structures225

The classic frame-brace sub-structures rely on the rigid connection with the existing buildings to form226

the integrity after retrofitting. These external frame-brace sub-structures are commonly designed in light of227

the maximum bearing capacity and considered in light of the strength-based principle to resist the lateral228

forces. In 1988, Ohishi et al. [98] used two external sub-structure forms (i.e., external cast-in-place concrete229

walls and steel frame-braces) to retrofit an existing reinforced concrete school. In comparison, the frame-230

brace system has the advantages of rapid construction and low lighting impact, although there are higher231

production and processing costs. In 1991, Bush et al. [99] utilized a steel X-shaped bracing sub-structure232

system to enhance the shear capacity of the existing non-ductile frame buildings, and the adopted sub-233

structure was attached to the exterior of the existing building using grouted dowels. The bearing capacities234

of the repaired buildings were governed by brace buckling, accompanied with the final joint failures and235

column shear failures. Thus, the damage of the existing frame buildings was alleviated. In 2000, Esaki236

et al. [100] proposed an external frame-brace sub-structure to strengthen the existing reinforced concrete237

structure, and the external sub-structure was connected to the outstretched columns on the side elevation238

of the existing structure. Two types of the experimental parameters were focused on, which were the239

joint factor and foundation factor. The cyclic lateral loads were applied to the 1/3 scaled specimens, and240

the results found that the external columns failed in shear if they were not anchored to the foundations.241

Moreover, by connecting the foundations of both the external sub-structure and existing structure into an242
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integrity, the overall bearing capacity can be greatly improved after retrofitting. Fig. 5(a) displays a typical243

classic external frame-brace sub-structure in seismic retrofitting.244

With the development of the classic frame-brace sub-structures, a series of structural details in the245

external frame-brace retrofitting are more focused on (e.g., controlling factors, variable stiffness, probabilistic246

vulnerability). In 2010, Kawamoto et al. [101] studied a new type of steel frame-brace sub-structure and247

used it to retrofit the existing buildings. During this process, the authors discussed various factors related248

to connection details, and carried out experiments based on 5 groups of frame members. The results249

signified that the bearing capacity of the reinforced frame was significantly improved, and the failure mode250

of the whole structure converted to the ductile failure after retrofitting. In 2012 and 2015, Harayama et251

al. [102] and Takahashi et al. [103] developed an external seismic retrofitting method by framed steel252

brace system, with partially and concentrically anchor connections, respectively. Seismic tests of different253

specimens were compared and well discussed (i.e., mansard-type brace, pin-end hollow section brace and254

pin-end double-hollow section brace). The validity of the adopted assessing procedure for the lateral strength255

of the externally retrofitted frame was verified, especially for the horizontal failure mode in critical regions.256

The details of experimental results and design approaches of the external framed steel brace system were257

also given for future researches. In 2013, Kakihara et al. [104] proposed an external frame-brace sub-258

structure with post-tensioning anchors to retrofit the existing building structures, and this method can259

be implemented both externally and internally. The authors conducted experimental test based on a 2-260

storey 2-span frame, and the relevant results demonstrated that the external frame-brace sub-structure had261

excellent reinforcement effect. In addition, the authors also recommended the post-tensioned anchor bolt262

with cluster placement for connection. In 2019, Vahedi et al. [105] proposed an external eccentrically braced263

frame sub-structure to retrofit the existing frame structure with weak layers. Five constructional details264

were adopted to compare the seismic performance via the nonlinear static and dynamic analyses. The265

research concluded two important factors affecting the retrofitting effects, which were the slenderness ratio266

of bracing components and the change of axial force in the side column. In 2019, Xu et al. [106] developed a267

novel external steel frame-brace sub-structure with variable stiffness, and the changeable stiffness effectively268

avoided the weak layer of the retrofitted system at the bottom. At the same time, the proposed retrofitting269

scheme avoided a series of drawbacks such as indoor operations, and the external brace functioned as an270

integral key component due to its unique energy dissipation characteristics. In 2020, Formisano et al. [107]271

discussed the seismic vulnerability of the existing RC buildings retrofitted with the external steel concentric272

bracing systems. Three different models were adopted for evaluation, and the results proved the effectiveness273

of steel frame-brace sub-structures as well as the significance of infill walls in performance improvement.274

3.2.2. Improvement in the external braces275

As an important part of the external frame-brace sub-structures, the braces can provide sufficient lateral276

stiffness in the elastic stage, and can be well designed to dissipate earthquake energy in the plastic stage,277

thus playing an important role as the structural fuse [108]. The conventional external brace suffers from278

the compressive buckling and the brittle failure, thus multiple novel external braces with better mechanical279

performance have appeared and are developing rapidly [e.g., buckling-restrained brace (BRB) [109], self-280

centering brace (SCB) [110], variable stiffness brace (VSB) [111]]. The excellent mechanical properties of281

these novel braces provide the possibility for the repair and reinforcement of engineering structures and282

infrastructures, see from Corte et al. [112], Sarno et al. [113], El-Bahey et al. [114]. Moreover, compared283

with the scenarios to directly attach external braces to the existing buildings for retrofitting (commonly284

see in laboratory experiment), the facades and infill walls of the buildings in practical engineering cannot285

ignored, which may leave no space for the installment of the external braces. Thus, the superiority of the286

external frame-brace sub-structure retrofitting technique can be found, which provides the space to place287

the external braces and meanwhile avoids the potential premature failure in the connections of the existing288

buildings due to the huge axial forces transferred from braces.289

Among all the external braces in retrofitting, the BRB is one of the mostly commonly adopted ones290

due to its ideal energy dissipation capacity and post-earthquake repair capability. In 2011, Dubina et al.291

[115] conducted experimental research and numerical simulation analysis to analyze the seismic retrofitting292

performance of traditional and new energy-consuming external frame-brace sub-structures. The relevant293
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results reflected that the external sub-structures presented satisfactory connections, ideal ductility, and high294

lateral stiffness due to the energy-consuming BRBs. The ultimate failure mode of the external sub-structure295

indicated the rupture of the core plate in braces, avoiding the compressive buckling failure. In 2013, Huang296

et al. [116] used an external reinforced concrete frame with additional BRB for seismic retrofitting, and the297

feasibility of this sub-structure form was verified via low-cycle loading tests. The test results showed that298

the designed external sub-structure was reliable in force, and the additional BRB contained satisfactory299

shock absorption and energy dissipation capacity, which can effectively alleviate the earthquake impact and300

distinctively improve the seismic performance of the existing structure. In 2013, Wu et al. [117] conducted301

an experimental study on the embedded steel frame sub-structure installed with the BRB to strengthen302

the existing RC frame. The hysteresis trends, skeleton curves, axial deformations and other indicators303

were well evaluated, and the results illustrated that the bearing capacity of the retrofitted structure was304

significantly improved. Generally, the energy dissipation capacity was sufficient, the force transmission305

of the sub-structure was reliable, and the seismic performance was significantly improved. In 2014, Gao306

et al. [118] adopted an externally attached RC frame with BRB to upgrade the existing RC structure.307

The seismic responses of the structure before and after retrofitting were compared, based on the nonlinear308

pushover analysis. It is shown that this external retrofitting method can effectively reduce the burden of309

the existing structure, and realize the advantages of energy dissipation as well as shock absorption. The310

plastic hinge distribution of the structure was also optimized reasonably. At the same time, this retrofitting311

method reduced the indoor operations and provided convenient conditions for the owners. In 2018, Qie et312

al. [119] carried out experimental study on the performance of an existing structure retrofitted with the313

external frame sub-structure with BRB. The results reflected that the sub-structure can obviously reduce314

the damage degree of the components in the original structure, and the application of BRB can effectively315

delay the hinge-out process to some extent.316

Apart from BRB, there are also many other types of novel braces to substitute the conventional braces317

and to efficiently improve the external retrofitting effects of the frame-brace sub-structures. In 2003, Miya-318

gawa et al. [120] proposed a novel circular hollow section (CHS) bracing sub-structure for externally seismic319

retrofitting of the existing RC building. The sub-structures consisted of a H-section peripheral frame and320

pin-ended CHS bracing, and the sub-structures were placed on the external surface of RC frames via me-321

chanical anchors and high strength mortar. The horizontal shear loads were applied in experiments, and the322

effectiveness of the proposed sub-structure was discussed. In general, the horizontal load carrying capacities323

of specimens agreed with the theoretical values for the RC frames after retrofitting. In 2010, Durucan and324

Dicleli [121] developed a seismic retrofitting system composed of a chevron brace and a yielding shear link.325

Nonlinear time history analyses were performed and the results revealed a stable hysteresis curves with326

enhanced capacity to dissipate energy through the proposed retrofitting system. Moreover, the existing327

buildings after retrofitting experienced less damage obviously, especially at the collapse prevention perfor-328

mance level, which was attributed to the more ductile behavior of the proposed system. In 2011, Yamada et329

al. [122] developed an external knee-bracing frame sub-structure, and discussed its retrofitting effect based330

on the shaking table test. The dynamic time-history curves and static hysteresis curves illustrated that the331

external knee-bracing frame sub-structure possessed excellent seismic upgrading effect, and can be used in332

engineering practice and promotion. In 2013, Matsumoto et al. [123] studied on the performance of the seis-333

mic retrofitting method by external steel frame-brace system using a novel pin-ended circular hollow brace,334

and this constructional feature can effectively solve the issues of force transmission efficiency as well as the335

force transmission path. In 2013, Wang et al. [124] proposed an aluminum-alloy-type buckling restrained336

brace to avoid the end welding effect in the external retrofitting. The results showed that the novel external337

brace possessed stable and full hysteretic performance under low-cycle repeated loading. The authors also338

developed the corresponding strain-based damage assessment method, which can be used to predict the339

component performance and to retrofit the overall structure. In 2015, Shimazaki and Ono [125] developed340

a novel K-shaped bracing-system for external retrofitting, which was verified by large-scale full-scale tests.341

The flexural and shear bearing capacities of the existing structural column were greater than the theoretical342

values after retrofitting. At the same time, the ductility coefficient of the strengthened structure significantly343

increased, and the failure modes changed from brittle failure to ductile failure. Fig. 5(b) displays the typical344

characteristic of BRB and the corresponding brace improvement in the external sub-structure retrofitting345
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technology.346

(a) Classic external frame-brace sub-structure [126] (b) Improvement in the external braces [124]

Figure 5: Typical external frame-brace sub-structures

3.3. External Wall Sub-structures347

Attaching external wall sub-structure is also one of the effective retrofitting techniques to enhance the348

overall seismic performance of the existing buildings. The external wall sub-structure is a double-edged349

sword. On one hand, it can provide sufficient lateral stiffness and bearing capacity, and can also create rich350

forms according to the specific retrofitting requirements. On the other hand, the external wall sub-structure351

commonly requires the appropriate facades of the existing buildings for effective connection, as it may affect352

the architectural factors such as aesthetics, lighting and ventilation. Moreover, the deformation compatibility353

between the external wall sub-structure and the existing frame building is required to be considered in the354

retrofitting design (e.g., the typical deformation pattern of the external shear wall is commonly the flexural-355

type, while the typical deformation pattern of the existing frame building is commonly the shear-type [127],356

thus the mutual consistency in deformation deserves attention).357

3.3.1. External Shear Wall Sub-structures358

External shear wall is one of the most classic wall sub-structures in retrofitting, which receives wide359

researches and broad explorations in this field. In 1990, Bush et al. [128] experimentally investigated360

the seismic performance of the cast-in-place shear wall to retrofit a non-ductile frame building. Cyclic361

lateral tests based on two-span three-storey specimens were implemented, and the epoxy-grouted dowels362

were adopted for attachment. The repaired specimen showed monolithic behavior and exhibited substantial363

increment in both strength and stiffness. In 2012, Kaltakci and Ozturk [129] proposed an externally attached364

RC shear wall sub-structure to strengthen the existing buildings. The space between the two structures was365

reserved and further linked by connecting beams. The low-cycle loading tests reflected that the external366

shear wall sub-structure had an important contribution to the overall structural performance indicators (e.g.,367

bearing capacity, lateral stiffness, energy dissipation capacity) after reinforcement. In 2012, Matsuura et al.368

[130] developed a new seismic strengthening method by post-installed anchors to connect the external RC369

shear walls to the existing building. During the process, the angles were adopted as shear-keys to form the370

indirect connection, and the loading transfer mechanism between the structures was discussed in detail. The371

proposed approach was verified to be efficient according to the experimental results, and meanwhile proved372

to be prospective in the seismic retrofitting for the existing building frames. In 2017, Dere [131] assessed373

the external retrofitting approach for an existing RC building with low seismic capability in Turkey, and374
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the external shear wall sub-structures with or without window openings were well analyzed. The results375

demonstrated the considerable increase in base shear and structural stiffness after retrofitting, even with376

the inclusion of window openings. In 2017, Guo et al. [132] developed a novel web friction shear wall sub-377

structure for the external seismic retrofitting. The opening and closing of the beam-column interface drove378

the friction of the web to realize the function of energy dissipation and shock absorption. The proposed379

sub-structure was applied into the external retrofitting of a five-storey frame structure, and the field test380

results proved a superior residual deformation capacity and a greater post-earthquake recoverability that381

satisfied the specification requirements. Fig. 6(a) displays a typical external shear wall sub-structure in382

seismic retrofitting.383

3.3.2. Novel External Wall Sub-structures384

Apart from the external shear wall sub-structures, there are also other types of wall sub-structures in385

the external retrofitting (e.g., rocking walls, damage-controllable walls, infill walls, wall panels), according386

to the different improving levels and upgrading purposes (e.g., increasing bearing capacity, reducing residual387

deformation, or transferring accumulative damage). In 2011, Taguchi et al. [133] experimentally studied388

the seismic performance of RC columns externally retrofitted with spandrel walls. The test procedures were389

introduced and the failure modes of specimens were well analyzed, which proved the significant functions390

of the external spandrel wall sub-structures. In 2012, Wang et al. [134] carried out shaking table tests on391

specimens with a similarity ratio of 1/4, in order to explore the retrofitting effects of an external precast RC392

wall panel sub-structure. The retrofitting effects were observed, and the suggestions to consider the variations393

of spectral accelerations in design process were also recommended. In 2012, Qu et al. [75] introduced an394

pin-supported rocking wall sub-structure to retrofit an eleven-storey reinforced concrete building. Nonlinear395

dynamic analysis was performed to assess the seismic performance before and after retrofitting, respectively.396

The results revealed that the pin-supported rocking wall sub-structure enhanced the integrity and controlled397

the deformation pattern of the existing frame effectively. The weak storey failure was avoided distinctly, and398

the energy dissipating device exhibited sufficient capacities due to the well-controlled deformation pattern399

of the pin-supported wall sub-structure. Based on the conclusions of Qu et al. [75], Cui et al. in 2019400

[135] developed a novel damage-controllable rocking wall composed of rocking elements, resilient corners,401

and replaceable dampers for external retrofitting. Strategies were innovatively proposed in concrete rocking402

elements to constrain the corner damage, and cyclic tests with different parameters were performed to403

compare the external retrofitting effects. The results exhibited the suitable initial restoring force and flag-404

shaped hysteresis tendency with minor residual drifts for this novel damage-controllable rocking wall sub-405

structure. In 2022, Georgiou et al. [136] converted the selected spans of existing RC frame buildings into406

the additional RC infilled walls for the overall seismic retrofitting. The parametric study was conducted407

to analyze the contribution of dowels that connected the new-old structures, and the proper number of408

dowels used for the external sub-structure retrofitting was also recommended by authors to make this409

retrofitting technique more attractive. Fig. 6(b) displays a novel external rocking wall sub-structure in410

seismic retrofitting.411

3.4. Other External Sub-structures412

In addition to the commonly-adopted external frame / frame-brace / wall sub-structures, other external413

sub-structure types have also been proposed by researchers to enrich the retrofitting forms. These novel414

external sub-structures are complementary to the typical ones, and reflect the unique advantages in different415

retrofitting scenarios. In 2011, Enomoto et al. [137] carried out the research on a new external strengthening416

method that contained tube-shaped steel-plate concrete members, and experiments were performed based417

on one-span two-storey frames, indicating the satisfactory retrofitting effects. In 2012, Ito et al. [138, 139]418

proposed a novel seismic retrofitting approach by external reinforcement, which was composed of steel plates419

and continuous fiber sheets. The external longitudinal bars were also adopted, which passed through the420

external beam to column joints and were embedded into the grout mortar layer. The bonded anchors were421

finally used for mutual connection. Lateral cyclic loading tests demonstrated the beneficial effect and the422

improved capacity in the flexural strength through this external retrofitting sub-structure technique. In423
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(a) External shear wall sub-structure [132] (b) External rocking wall sub-structure [75]

Figure 6: Typical external wall sub-structures

2016, Liu et al. [140] proposed a novel external sub-structure for seismic retrofitting, which consisted of424

fiber-concrete encased steel frame, transverse beams and connection slab. Pseudo-static experiments were425

performed on four specimens, and the influence of slabs was analyzed primarily. The authors concluded426

that the displacement incompatibility between the external and existing structures mainly resulted from the427

shear deformation of slabs and the excessive deviation of transverse beams, which roughly accounted for the428

80% of total damage. In 2017, Wu [141] developed a novel external tube sub-structure, which functioned as429

a newly added residential elevator shaft and the a lateral force resistance system, simultaneously. It showed430

both usage function and structural function, realizing the maximization of economic benefits. The proposed431

external tube sub-structure adopted the prefabricated construction, and all the connecting components432

are also embedded parts, indicating the simple and convenient on-site operation. In 2018, Liao et al.433

[142] combined the design ideas of the recoverable functional structure and the external retrofitting sub-434

structure, and proposed a novel external rocking frame sub-structure with hybrid composites. The steel435

reinforced concrete beams and columns were connected to meet the rigidity requirements, and the in-plane436

rotation was realized by the hinge-connection to the foundation. The proposed sub-structure maintained437

the lighting or ventilation functions of the existing buildings, and the mechanical property increased to438

37% averagely according to the 50% fractile performance points when compared with the rocking wall sub-439

structure. In 2019, Gong et al. [143] discussed the improving effects of the external anti-lateral-force cable440

sub-structure system on the overall seismic performance of rural masonry buildings. The constructional441

process and design procedure of the proposed sub-structure system were well analyzed, and the numerical442

models based on ANSYS and LS-DYNA were established for assessment. The relevant data presented443

that the retrofitting system can effectively restrain the deformation of the weak storey and significantly444

prevent the overall collapse of building due to the damage of the underlying structure. In 2021, Zhai et445

al. [144] proposed an externally attached cable-stayed sub-structure to retrofit the existing RC frames.446

By means of finite element simulation, the mechanical performances of one unreinforced frame and four447

reinforced frames under horizontal low-cycle loads were compared. The bearing capacity after retrofitting448

was significantly higher than that of the unreinforced structure, with the improvement range of 120% to449

250%. The initial stiffness doubled, and the final residual deformation was only 1/5 to 1/6 of the original450

condition after retrofitting. In 2021, Zhang et al. [145] proposed a novel external rocking sub-structure to451

solve the unfavorable deformation problems such as interstorey displacement concentration or plane torsion452
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of the existing asymmetric frame-wall structures under earthquake. After retrofitting, the displacement453

factors and torsion factors of the strengthened system were reduced by 20.9% and 53% under the rare454

earthquake intensity, respectively, which greatly improved the deformation capacity of the existing structure455

and effectively reduced the damage degree of the overall system. Fig. 7 displays a few other external456

sub-structures in seismic retrofitting.457

Figure 7: Other external sub-structures for seismic retrofitting [131, 146, 147] (https://www.nishimatsu.co.jp)

4. Some critical issues of External Sub-structure Retrofitting Technology458

In this section, some critical issues of external sub-structure retrofitting technology are summarized,459

including (1) interfacial shear transferring mechanism, (2) joint property and connection performance, (3)460

combination with precast-assembly technology, (4) combination with prestress technology, (5) numerical461

approach and assessment indicators, (6) optimization strategy and design procedure, (7) environment inter-462

action and maintenance cost, and (8) application in practical engineering. The specific contents are discussed463

in the following subsections.464

4.1. Interfacial shear transferring mechanism465

As the external sub-structure is connected to the existing building and cooperates together to resist466

the seismic impact, the interfacial shear transferring mechanism is then an important factor which affects467

the overall seismic performance and the retrofitting effects. Different anchor length, material strength and468

separation distance will have a significant impact on the shear bearing capacity and stiffness of the new-old469

interfaces, and then change the force transferring characteristics as well as the deformation compatibility470

principle during the whole process. Moreover, different interfacial shear transferring mechanism involves471

issues such as the stiffness matching of the joint domain and the stiffness modification of the overall structure.472

These issues lead to different load-bearing ratios and energy dissipation capacities between the existing473

structure and the external sub-structure, which in turn change the failure sequence and the overall failure474

mode of the new-old structures. In general, how to clarify the interfacial shear transferring mechanism is a475

first critical scientific issue to be explored in this field.476
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In 2001, Kei and Miyauchi [148] investigated the seismic behavior of the adhered steel brace sub-structure477

through epoxy resin, in replacement of the conventional mortar. Seven specimens were tested under the478

constant compressive loads, and the main parameters (i.e., adhesion area and brace shape) were especially479

focused on. The sliding strength, shear mechanism and ultimate lateral capacity were well analyzed to reveal480

the interfacial characteristics of the external retrofitting system. In 2004, Mukai et al. [149] experimentally481

studied on the seismic retrofitting method via external sub-structures, and the torsional deformation at beam482

end for the interface of RC buildings was considered during the process. Experimental results indicated that483

the torsional deformation had obvious influence in the seismic retrofit performance. The authors also gave484

the effective parameters and calculation equations to determine the local ultimate torsion strength, which485

provided a basis for the research of torsional influence in the interface. In 2007, Gao [150] investigated in486

the shear transformation mechanism between the existing aged frames and the externally attached frame487

sub-structures. The author suggested to use the most unfavorable internal force stage of both the external488

and existing structures as the basis for the integrated control design. During the process, the elastic lateral489

stiffness ratio should be considered to distribute the seismic shear force for reinforcement check. In 2008,490

Kuramoto et al. [151] analyzed two exterior concrete embedded steel beam-column joints with different491

failure modes for external retrofitting, i.e., the beam yielding type and the joint shear failure type. The492

test results reflected the stable hysteresis behavior of the external joints until the large storey ratio of over493

1/20. In 2008, Matsui and Kuramoto [152] examined the stress transferring mechanism for the concrete494

embedded steel sub-structures in the external retrofitting, and the authors recommended the design standard495

of Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) as an effective reference to evaluate the ultimate shear strength of496

beam-column joints in the external retrofitting.497

Since the 2010s, the relationship between the interfacial shear transferring mechanism and the local con-498

structional details (e.g., type, strength, thickness, location) receives more attention in the field of external499

retrofitting. In 2012, Ueki et al. [153] experimentally and numerically assessed the shear failure of RC speci-500

mens retrofitted with the external steel frame sub-structure. The influence of stress transferring mechanism501

through indirect joints was especially discussed, and the authors suggested to appropriately lessen column502

anchors for indirect connections. In 2014, Kake et al. [154] theoretically predicted and numerically analyzed503

the shear transfer mechanism between the external sub-structure and the existing structure, which was in504

good agreement with the experimental results. The research provided reference for the relevant assessment505

strategy of the external sub-structure retrofitting technique. In 2016, Terao et al. [73] carried out experi-506

mental study on the bond behavior of main bars in RC columns that were retrofit by external prestressed507

rods with emergency. The effects of rib patterns of steel bars were well discussed and compared in detail.508

In 2016, Nakano et al. [155] researched on the seismic retrofitting method of the existing RC building by509

external frames, and lateral loading tests of external sub-frame specimens were carried out, which came to510

the conclusions that the interfacial shear behaviors between the external sub-structures and the existing511

buildings affected the dynamic responses obviously after retrofitting (e.g., material type, material strength512

and material thickness). In 2019, Takase [156] discussed the post-installed anchors between the external513

sub-structure and the existing building, and the anchors were subjected to the combined shear-tensile forces514

in the test. A mechanical model to estimate the shear loadslip of anchors was also proposed, and the cyclic515

behavior of the anchor bolt can be reasonably captured. Fig. 8 presents some research progress of the516

interfacial shear transferring mechanism in external sub-structure retrofitting technology.517

4.2. Joint property and connection performance518

There are diverse sub-structures types and multiple constructional features in the external retrofitting,519

as mentioned in Section 3. As for a novel sub-structure in external retrofitting, the joint connection is520

commonly the most critical region that directly influences the structural performance itself, and a series521

of issues in joint connection (e.g., reinforcement bond behavior, component spatial effect, multi-coupled522

bearing capacity) will indirectly influence the retrofitting performance as a whole. Meanwhile, different523

joint property and connection performance will inevitably lead to various retrofitting performance of the524

external sub-structure, involving the force-stiffness distribution, weak storey effect and other mechanics525

problems. According to Yamasaki et al. [158], the structural failure modes and sequential failure patterns526
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Figure 8: Interfacial shear transferring mechanism in the external sub-structure retrofitting approach [156, 157]

in the external retrofitting largely depend on the joint property and connection performance of the external527

sub-structures.528

Before the 2010s, the typical joint and connection approach for the external retrofitting technique is the529

anchor bolt. In 2004, Tasai et al. [74] performed experimental study and elastoplastic analyses to investigate530

the effect of anchors on the behavior of the existing RC frames strengthened by new external frames. The531

experiments showed that the eccentricity of the new external frames should be considered in retrofitting532

design to determine the proper quantity of anchors. In addition, enhanced arrangement of anchor rebars in533

the area with high shear stress was significantly important for the external retrofitting. In 2005, Satsukawa534

et al. [159] investigated the influence of prestress in the connections between the external sub-structure535

and the existing buildings, and the prestress was applied to the connecting bolts. Relevant data revealed536

that the external sub-structure was tightly connected to the existing buildings, and the cross-sectional537

friction between the interfaces was greatly improved. In 2007, Wang et al. [160] experimentally investigated538

the influence of steel thickness and axial load in the connections of the externally attached sub-structure539

retrofitting technique. Totally ten specimens were tested, and the retrofitting behaviors were improved with540

the increment of steel thickness. During the retrofitting process, the confining effects given by the external541

sub-structure can be used to predict the flexural capacity. Based on the related conclusions [160], Nitta542

et al. [161] further explored the influence of the external RC column shapes in the seismic retrofitting543

performance, and Taguchi et al. [162] further studied the effect of joint reinforcements on the dynamic544

behavior of the externally retrofitted RC buildings. In 2012, Harayama et al. [72] detailedly discussed the545

influence of anchor bolts in the external sub-structure retrofitting technology, and compared the connection546

efficiency for the purpose of reducing the number of bolts in application (i.e., partial connection and central547

connection, respectively). The exploratory tests gave the optimization method, and the upgrading effect548

can be fully guaranteed. The relevant conclusions were applied to the retrofitting of low-strength concrete549

building structures by the external sub-structure approach in 2012, see from Ishimura et al. [163]. The550

results indicated that the seismic capacity of the reinforced structural system was significantly improved,551

and the local design of connecting sections can realize an efficient collaborative working mechanism.552

In recent days, multiple novel joint and connection approaches have been developed for the external553

retrofitting technique (e.g., hybrid connection, prestressed connection, steel-rod connection, steel-angle con-554

nection). In 2009, Yamakawa et al. [164] developed a hybrid connection method between the existing555

structure and the externally attached steel frame-brace sub-structure. The authors carried out experimental556

study based on three sets of scaled non-ductile frames, and the results showed that this connection method557
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possessed high efficiency in shear transfer/co-stress mechanism, accompanied with the ductile shear failure558

mode. In 2012, Sakata et al. [165], Kurosawa et al. [166] discussed the shear strength of concrete interface559

between the external sub-structure and the existing building exterior. Two connection approaches were in-560

cluded (i.e., post-installed anchors and prestressing steel rods), and the equations to estimate the interfacial561

shear strength of both connections were proposed and verified. In 2013, Javadi and Yamakawa [167] used562

the external frame-brace sub-structure to strengthen an existing RC building, and innovatively proposed a563

hybrid connection technology. This technology can not only provide the connection function, but also im-564

prove the seismic performance of the overall structure (e.g., shear bearing capacity, axial bearing capacity).565

By setting up comparative experiments, the authors demonstrated that the hybrid connection method can566

achieve efficient lateral resistance by transferring the interaction force of the interface. In 2014, Kiyoi et al.567

[168] used angle steel instead of traditional anchor bolts to connect the external sub-structure. The angle568

steel provided a larger contacting area and cross-sectional inertia moment in connection, thus the effect569

of improving the bearing capacity of the original structure was more significant. In 2015, the T-shaped570

beam-column joints of external sub-structures were proposed by Wakita et al [169]. The effectiveness of571

external sub-structure approach with this kind of joint was verified based on experiment and theory, and572

the general bearing capacity of the existing structure after retrofitting was greatly improved, compared with573

the traditional retrofitting methods. In 2016, Yamasaki et al. [158] experimentally explored the influence574

of casting joints between beams and columns in the external sub-frames, and two types of commonly-used575

joints were especially discussed. The experimental data indicated that the external frame was effective in576

performance improvement of the existing RC buildings, and the mechanical property of casting joint was a577

critical factor that controlled the overall external retrofitting effect. Fig. 9 presents some research progress578

of the joint property and connection performance in external sub-structure retrofitting technology.579

Figure 9: Joint property and connection performance in the external sub-structure retrofitting approach [170]
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4.3. Combination with precast-assembly technology580

The precast-assembly technology possesses the advantages of high efficiency in construction and high581

quality in production, and has been developing for decades in engineering structures, especially for newly-582

built construction. The precast-assembly technology can be dated back to 1950s in the US, when Nervi [171],583

Collins [172], Leabu [173] proposed the theory and applied into the civil engineering. In China, the precast-584

assembly technology appeared in 1970s before the Tangshan earthquake [174], and further developed in 2000s585

[175]. At present, the structure and infrastructure construction is undergoing the technology adjustment and586

upgrading, and the new development direction of green, industrialization and informatization in engineering587

has emerged and received great attention over the world, as the times require. In 2018, Wu and Feng [176]588

systematically reviewed the research progress of precast-assembly concrete structures at home and abroad589

in three aspects: (1) experimental investigations; (2) numerical strategies; (3) theoretical designs, which590

indicated the tremendous significance to improve the design level of precast-assembly technology and to591

promote the engineering application of precast-assembly structures in the earthquake community. In 2018,592

Kurama et al. [177] gave an state of the art review of the seismic-resistant precast concrete structures. The593

(1) general concepts, (2) code development, (3) connections and anchorages, (4) different structural systems594

were comprehensively concluded and summarized, which laid an important foundation for the relevant595

research and future exploration.596

At present, the precast-assembly technology was mainly utilized in the new construction field. As for the597

seismic retrofitting of the existing buildings, the application of precast-assembly technology was relatively598

scarce. As mentioned before, the externally attached sub-structure is a promising retrofitting technique in599

the structural-system level. However, the retrofitting process of this technique mainly relies on the cast-600

in-site operation at this stage, and the retrofitting quality shows huge randomness due to the uncertain601

casting level and manpower level, which reduces the retrofitting superiority in a sense. Thus, the precast-602

assembly technology is introduced into this field, and a few researches that combine the precast-assembly603

technology and the externally attached sub-structure technology have appeared in recent years. In 2001,604

Nakano and Matsuzaki [178] discussed the shear resistances of precast concrete connections for the external605

sub-structure retrofitting approach, which provided meaningful reference for the further research of precast606

technology into the external retrofitting. In 2015, Qian et al. [179] proposed a novel external precast607

ring-beams and constructional columns to retrofit the existing aged buildings integrately. All of the external608

components were prefabricated in advance and transported to the site for assembly, thereby greatly speeding609

up the construction. The proposed sub-structure technique was applied into a typical engineering project,610

which was located at the Gaoyou and Baoyin county in Jiangsu Province, China. The retrofitting effects were611

distinct and the external precast sub-structure provided a useful reference for the seismic retrofitting of the612

aged structures or rural self-built structures in earthquake-prone zones. In light of the conclusions of Qian et613

al. [179], Zu et al. in 2016 [180] further developed a novel external precast steel-plate reinforced braced frame614

sub-structure, for the purpose of enhancing the overall seismic behavior of the existing frame building. The615

external sub-structure itself was assembled with high-strength friction bolts, and was further connected to616

the existing structure through high-strength anchor bolts. Both the experimental validation and theoretical617

design were given, and compared with other sub-structures, the accurate location of pre-opened holes in618

the embedded steel-plate was a critical step in construction. This external precast-assembly sub-structure619

in retrofitting also opened up a new path for the related research and application. In 2020 and 2021,620

Cao et al. [147, 181] combined the precast-assembly technology and the external sub-structure retrofitting621

technology, and proposed a series of sub-structure retrofitting forms, including the precast bolt-connected622

steel enhanced frame sub-structure [97], frame-BRB sub-structure [11], and self-centering frame-BRB sub-623

structure [170, 182]. The precast technology accelerated the construction efficiency, and the external sub-624

structure provided the space for prestress and BRB. Both the experimental investigations and numerical625

strategies were studied, and the prestress and BRB reduced the residual deformation and increased the626

energy dissipation, respectively, which provided an important basis for the future explorations. Fig. 10627

presents some research progress of the precast-assembly combination in external sub-structure retrofitting628

technology.629
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Figure 10: Combination with precast-assembly technology in the external sub-structure retrofitting approach [93, 147]
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4.4. Combination with prestress technology630

The concept of pressed joint in the external retrofitting was firstly introduced and experimentally tested631

in Japan in the early 2000s (see from Nakano et al. [183]), and the principle was similar to the ductile joints of632

prestressed frame, which was developed under the Precast Seismic Structural Systems (PRESSS) research633

program in the US [184]. The PRESSS systematically explored the structure, design and application of634

prestressed concrete structures, and the research plan was divided into three stages. Relevant experiments635

summarized four typical structural characteristics of prestressed concrete structures (i.e., bonded, unbonded,636

with dampers, and without dampers) , which was an important foundation for the subsequent prestress637

research and the external sub-structure retrofitting technique. In 1997, Cheok et al. [185] proposed a638

prefabricated structural system based on post-tensioning prestressed tendons. The relevant tests verified its639

excellent seismic performance, and the theory of equivalent cast-in-place was achieved in terms of seismic640

indicators. In 2007, Garlock et al. [186] analyzed the macroscopic seismic performance of prestressed641

frame structures and the corresponding performance-based seismic design method. The authors defined the642

performance levels and limit states, and recommended the corresponding evaluation criteria based on the643

time-history analysis results.644

The prestressed structure commonly possesses the superiorities of great restoring capacity, thus can ef-645

fectively reduce the overall residual displacement after the earthquake and provide an opportunity for the646

structure to continue to serve. Most importantly, the prestress technique reduces the structural demolition647

risk and avoids a huge amount of cost losses. Under this background, the prestress technique has been648

further expanded and the self-centering structures with superior performances have been proposed corre-649

spondingly. In 2008, Tremblay et al. [187] discussed the seismic performance of multi-storey self-centering650

frame-bracing systems, and carried out a performance comparison through incremental dynamic analysis.651

The related results showed that the residual displacement of the self-centering structure was reduced com-652

pared to the traditional structural system, and the damage distribution along the structure height was well653

controlled. In 2010, Sause et al. [188] studied a self-centering centrally braced frame with small residual654

displacement. The relevant results presented that the vertical prestressed tendons can provide significant655

self-recovery force, and the system can reduce the damage accumulation of the structure by triggering the656

rigid body motion of structures, after the opening-closing surfaces were opened. In 2012, Clayton et al. [189]657

proposed a self-centering shear wall, which used thin-walled webs to provide hysteretic energy dissipation658

and post-tensioned connections to provide self-recovering capabilities. The experimental results verified the659

typical characteristics of the proposed structural system, such as stronger deformation ductility, larger initial660

stiffness, and more sufficient self-centering ability.661

Under the basis of prestress technique and self-centering principle, researchers combined this concept with662

the external sub-structure technique for the integrated retrofitting. On one hand, the external sub-structure663

provides the space and location to realize the prestress connections. On the other hand, the external sub-664

structure works together with the existing buildings to reduce the residual deformation for the performance665

improvement. In 2017, Guo et al. [132] developed a self-centering shear wall sub-structure for the external666

retrofitting. The web friction devices were adopted for energy dissipation, and the main components of the667

proposed retrofitting system was almost elastic. The ideal residual deformation capacity and post-earthquake668

recovering capacity were observed after applying into practice. In 2018, Naeem and Kim [190] evaluated the669

energy dissipating and retrofitting effects of the external precast prestressed frame sub-structure, through670

quasi-static and shaking table tests. The relevant data signified that the retrofitting system proposed by671

the authors evidently increased the lateral stiffness of the structure, and significantly reduced the residual672

deformation as well as the internal force of the original structure after the earthquake. In 2019, Kurosawa673

et al. [191, 157] developed a precast prestressed frame sub-structure with energy-dissipating steel bars in674

the joint area to strengthen the existing frame structure. Based on two types of external attachments,675

the experiment verified the feasibility of the retrofitting method. The test results exhibited the ideal crack676

control effects of the prestressed tendons in beams and columns, further leading to a less structural residual677

deformation. In 2020, Eldin et al. [192, 193] proposed an external prefabricated prestressed RC sub-frame to678

retrofit the existing structure, and the significant bearing capacity improvement as well as the tremendous679

residual deformation reduction were verified through static loading tests. In addition, the time-history680

and probabilistic vulnerability analyses were also performed, which further indicated a greater anti-collapse681
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median ability (i.e., the strength measure corresponding to the 50% collapse state exceeding probability)682

and a smaller limit state exceeding probability under the same strength measure. Fig. 11 presents some683

research progress of the prestress combination in external sub-structure retrofitting technology.684

Figure 11: Combination with prestress technology in the external sub-structure retrofitting approach [157, 191]

4.5. Numerical approach and assessment indicators685

The experimental data of external sub-structure retrofitting technique are the basis of the simulation686

analysis. However, experiments commonly consume a lot of human and financial resources, thus, how to687

establish a suitable simulation model based on test data and how to give the suitable indicators as well688

as limitations for evaluation, shall be an significant basis for the in-depth research of the synergy between689

the external sub-structure and the existing buildings. Although multiple modelling methods for novel690

engineering structures have been developed via different softwares, the considerations of retrofitting details691

in the modelling of external sub-structure technology (e.g., spatial effects, interfacial properties, multi-692

directional hazards) are still in great need. Although relevant specifications have recommended the single693

assessment indicators (e.g., maximum interstorey drift ratio), these indicators are mainly for the commonly-694

used structural types (e.g., frame or wall). As for the external sub-structure retrofitting technique, the new-695

old structures are combined together to collaboratively work, thus there may exist some more appropriate696

indicators for assessment (e.g., energy dissipation coefficient of the external sub-structure, maximum shear697

force at the interface). The exploration in numerical approach and assessment indicators is also an important698

step for the related development of optimization strategy and design procedure in this field.699

At this stage, the numerical approaches for the external retrofitting can be divided into two cate-700

gories, namely, (1) the analysis method based on fiber beam-column-member elements (e.g., OpenSees701

[194], DRAIN-2DX [195]) and (2) the analysis method based on three-dimensional solid elements (e.g.,702

ABAQUS [196], DIANA [197]). The corresponding evaluation indicators are also obtained according to the703

two types of analysis methods. The fiber beam-column-member elements commonly omit the constructional704

details and are simplified in a sense, thus this modeling strategy is convenient and efficient. Comparatively,705

the three-dimensional solid elements are more elaborative to characterize the structural details, but this706

modeling strategy is complicated and the calculation is time-consuming.707

As for the analysis method based on fiber beam-column-member elements, Miki and Niwa in 2004[198]708

developed a three-dimensional lattice model to simulate the torsional and biaxial responses of RC struc-709

tural components, and the relevant conclusions were adopted into the external sub-structure retrofitting710

technique. Through comparing with the analytical and experimental results, the simulation applicability711
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and strategy feasibility of 3D lattice model were validated. In 2014, Song et al. [199] developed a self-712

centering prestressed moment resisting RC sub-frame for retrofitting, and the bolted web-friction devices713

were adopted at the joints. The numerical software OpenSees was adopted to simulate the seismic behavior714

of this retrofitting sub-structure, and a serious of unique elements and materials (e.g., zero-length-section715

element, ElasticPPGap material) were selected to reflect the gap opening-closing features of the prestressed716

sub-structure in retrofitting. The numerical results presented satisfactory consistency with the experimental717

data, featured with the flag-shape hysteresis curves. In 2019, Cao et al. [126] proposed a three-dimensional718

numerical model for the external retrofitting through steel-plate reinforced frame-brace sub-structures. The719

model was based on the numerical software OpenSees, and the joint characteristics (e.g., shear deformation,720

bond-slip behavior) of the external sub-structures were well considered using the Joint3D element and the721

Zero-length element. The corresponding material models were chosen as Pinching4 material and Hysteresis722

material, respectively. The force-displacement curves of the proposed model showed consistency with the ex-723

perimental results, and the curves ideally predicted the subsequent mechanical tendency in the experiment.724

In 2019, Kurosawa et al. [191] simulated the cyclic behavior of the externally retrofitted experimental speci-725

mens via the nonlinear numerical software PC-ANCR, which was first developed by Mondkar and Powell in726

1970s [200]. The nonlinear localized rotational spring with predefined hysteretic characteristics was placed727

at the interface between the external sub-structure and the existing buildings. Generally, the numerical728

results indicated a similar tendency with experiments and reflected a satisfactory effect after retrofitting.729

As for the analysis method based on three-dimensional solid elements, Sato et al. in 2011 and 2013730

[201, 202] explored the different simulation methods of the external sub-structure retrofitting technique, and731

the corresponding conclusions were used to guide the design procedure in engineering application. During732

the process, the nonlinear numerical software ATENA was particularly discussed [203], and the assessment733

indicators and engineering demand parameters were analyzed in detail (e.g., maximum interstorey displace-734

ment ratio, maximum residual interstorey displacement ratio), before and after retrofitting, respectively.735

In 2019, Cui et al. [204] proposed a novel damage-controllable rocking wall-frame sub-structure to retrofit736

the existing buildings, and two numerical softwares (i.e., ABAQUS and PERFORM-3D) were utilized to737

simulate the retrofitting performance. A serious of retrofitting parameters and assessing indicators (e.g.,738

storey levels, sub-structure spans, width-to-height ratio, axial compression ratio) were well discussed, and739

the proper design suggestions for this novel retrofitting sub-structure were also outlined based on a case740

study. In 2019, Soma and Kurumatani [205] developed a three-dimensional fracture simulation method741

for RC structures in the external retrofitting, and a damage model considering the frictional contact on742

interface was proposed. Pull-out experiments of round bars and deformed bars were simulated to verify743

the model performance and effectiveness, and the results provided valuable information for the interfacial744

bonding behaviors in the external sub-structure retrofitting. In 2020 and 2021, Sadasue et al. [206, 207]745

proposed a post-installed steel shear-key adapter with frustoconical-shape to connect the existing structure746

to the external structure as a new approach. Three-dimensional nonlinear analyses were performed using the747

dynamic software FINAL, and the analytical values fully predicted the stress and deformation distributions748

of both anchor bars and shear-keys. The research concluded that the rotation of shear-keys influenced the749

interfacial strength between the external sub-structure and the existing building.750

The existing numerical methods of the external sub-structure retrofitting technique either pursue the751

convenience of use, or pursue the clarity of the mechanism, and it is difficult to achieve unity in efficiency752

and accuracy at the present stage. At the same time, the common problems in this retrofitting field, such as753

shear mechanism, joint behavior, bond slip, etc., still require further investigation. Therefore, development754

of the detailed and efficient numerical methods based on the characteristics of this external sub-structure755

retrofitting technique is still worthy of in-depth research. Fig. 12 presents some numerical modelling progress756

of the solid / fiber elements based approaches as well as the assessment indicators in external sub-structure757

retrofitting technology.758

4.6. Optimization strategy and design procedure759

On the basis of test data and simulation models, researchers can theoretically analyze the external760

sub-structure retrofitting technique in detail. According to the aforementioned assessment indicators and761
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Figure 12: Numerical approach and assessment indicators in the external sub-structure retrofitting approach
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characteristic thresholds of the external sub-structure, their theoretical relationship to the retrofitting s-762

trategies can be well established. With the introduction of different design purposes and mathematical763

methods, the corresponding optimization and design procedures can be further proposed to provide refer-764

ence for the form or layout selections of the external sub-structure retrofitting technique. From the initial765

force based design procedure to the popular performance based design procedure nowadays, or from the766

initial instantaneous-cost based optimization strategy to the popular lifecycle-cost based optimization s-767

trategy nowadays, the theoretical development in the external sub-structure retrofitting technique is always768

progressing [208, 209, 210].769

The optimization strategy and design procedure of the externally attached sub-structures to retrofit770

existing RC buildings mainly originate from Japan, and they are developing rapidly over the world at771

present. Before performing the external sub-structure retrofitting technique, an important step is to evaluate772

the limit state and damage state of the existing buildings, and thus to make the corresponding decisions in773

retrofitting strategy. At present, different countries have given different definitions of performance levels, and774

multiple specifications have formed with their distinct assessment system as well as the threshold values.775

Take the existing RC frame as an example, the commentary for the seismic rehabilitation of buildings776

(FEMA-356) in the US [211] divides the limit states into operational immediate occupancy, life safety,777

and collapse prevention, with the corresponding maximum interstorey drift ratio of 1/500, 1/100, 1/50,778

and 1/25, respectively. According to the Japan association for earthquake engineering (JAEE) [212] and779

Japan Building Disaster Prevention Association [213], the limit states are divided into normal, repair I,780

repair II, and safety, with the corresponding maximum interstorey drift ratio of 1/335, 1/117, 1/75, and781

1/45, respectively. The code for seismic design of buildings (GB50011) in China [14] divides the limit782

state into elastic, slight damage, moderate damage, and elastoplastic, respectively, with the corresponding783

maximum interstorey drift ratio of 1/550, 1/250, 1/120, and 1/50, respectively. Different evaluations in784

seismic performance levels will commonly lead to multiple decision-making strategies and various retrofit-785

conducting methods.786

Although there exist different evaluating principles, the practical implementations of the externally at-787

tached sub-structures are mainly promoted in Japan, and at this stage the related design formulas can be788

referred in the Manual for seismic retrofit of existing reinforced concrete buildings using attached substruc-789

tures (JBDPA-2002) [214]. In the JBDPA-2002, the shear mechanism, connecting methods, calculating790

equations and design procedures are well concluded, which provides a significant basis for the further ex-791

ternal retrofitting research and application in practice. In 2008, Matteis et al. [215] adopted the capacity792

spectrum method provided in the ATC 40 [216] to retrofit the existing RC building by means of the external793

steel-aluminium shear panels. The simplified analytical relationships were given to determine the geomet-794

rical configurations of the applied shear panels, and the full-scale experiments were performed, confirming795

the superior improvements in the seismic behaviors after retrofitting. In 2010, Qu and Ye [82] summarized796

the optimization strategy and design procedure of the external sub-structure retrofitting technique, and pro-797

posed the general design principles with six steps, as shown in Fig. 13(a). In addition, Zu et al. in 2016 [180]798

proposed a design procedure for anchor-based external retrofitting beams and columns, and the out-of-plane799

influence especially for the critical joint zones in the external sub-structures were well considered. Under800

the conclusions of Zu et al. [180], Cao et al. in 2020 [182] proposed a design procedure for the external801

precast prestressed frame-brace sub-structure in light of the stiffness-theory, and the modification factor of802

lateral structural stiffness was introduced considering the deviations or reductions via precast construction,803

as presented in Fig. 13(b). In 2020, Eldin et al. [217] proposed an simple design procedure based on the804

capacity spectrum method to retrofit the existing RC frame through the external self-centering precast con-805

crete sub-frame. Nonlinear time-history response verified the effectiveness of the proposed retrofitting design806

approach, and the probabilities to exceed the design limit states were obviously lowered after retrofitting.807

In 2020, Passoni et al. [218] proposed a new approach for the design of sustainable seismic retrofitting808

of existing RC frames. A performance-based design procedure was incorporated, and during the process809

qualitative criteria and target demand parameters in design were well combined for possible interventions810

in the existing building. A four-step equivalent-performance procedure was then given for the retrofitted811

scenario, and successfully applied into a typical post-WWII frame in European code. The conclusions found812

that the approach can effectively enforce the sustainability-driven and environmental-enhanced principle813
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after retrofitting. In 2021, Liang et al. [219] proposed three kinds of external low-intervention sub-structure814

schemes to retrofit typical concrete structures in Jiangsu Province, China. Based on different simulation815

approaches, the effects of the proposed external sub-structures on the seismic performance of RC struc-816

tures were well discussed (i.e., layout stiffness, layout floor, layout location and layout direction). The817

corresponding optimization strategies and design suggestions were also recommended from the theoretical818

results. In 2021, Manfredi et al. [220] proposed a novel high-performance dissipating frame system for the819

seismic retrofitting of existing buildings. The external sub-structure is assembled by precast technology and820

equipped with dampers for shear resistance as well as energy dissipation. The novel sub-structure increased821

the system sustainability without inner interference, and meanwhile provided a great amount of shear capac-822

ity for shaking energy. Moreover, the authors also proposed a displacement-based design procedure, which823

was validated via a numerical simulation. Fig. 13(c) presents some progress of the optimization strategy in824

external sub-structure retrofitting technology.825

4.7. Environment interaction and maintenance cost826

As an important sub-division of the external sub-structure retrofitting approach, the environment inter-827

action and maintenance cost during the lifespan is a popular research interest, which has been propelled828

by researchers of this field in the recent decades. For instance, the possibility of coupling these external829

sub-structure with energy efficiency systems to reduce thermal energy consumption is an emerging research830

topic, which is of vital importance nowadays. Moreover, the purpose to realize carbon neutrality in 2050831

has further accelerated the requirement of the environment impacts during the construction process, and832

innovative sustainable strategies in renovating the aged buildings are currently under development. In a833

sense, energy efficiency retrofit is now a critical issue worthy of attention and an important solution to834

improve the energy efficiency or lifespan cost of the existing buildings.835

In 2013, Kolaitis et al. [221] conducted a comparative evaluation of energy-efficient retrofitting of res-836

idential buildings based on the external and internal thermal-insulation systems. The research found that837

the external insulation system exhibited higher energy savings effects, but at the price of higher installation838

costs. Meanwhile, the internal insulation system exhibited higher risk for condensation of water. In 2018,839

Rodrigues et al. [222] performed the assessment of the experimental and theoretical behaviors of a novel840

external-wall insulation system, aiming to improve the energy efficiency in hard-to-treat housing in UK. The841

conclusions suggested that the new external system not only satisfied the requirements of the existing build-842

ings, but also presented unique characteristics in easy installation and non-reliance of weather conditions.843

In 2018, Liu et al. [223] carried out an economic and cost-benefit analysis of the energy efficiency retrofit in844

China, in light of the maintenance costs and benefit evaluations over lifespan. The authors found that the845

energy price, initial costs and energy conservation rate were the most sensitive factors that distinctly affect-846

ed the energy efficiency in the external sub-structure retrofitting. In 2021, Santarsiero et al. [224] applied847

multiple seismic retrofitting techniques into the RC frames to consider the influence of direct / indirect costs,848

and during the process the environmental concerns of reducing the energy consumption were well discussed849

and analyzed. Multi-criteria based decision-making strategy was proposed with related to three retrofit850

solutions (i.e., local strengthening, precast exoskeleton, and base isolation), and the research prospect in851

the future via the parametric analysis considering the specific building site was also well planned. In 2021,852

Passoni et al. [225] proposed a new concept of sustainble building renovation (SBR), and gave a state of853

the art review of the tools or solutions for the sustainable retrofit. The life cycle thinking (LCT) based854

design framework was also suggested to consider the influence of lifespan cost or lifecycle behavior, which855

was further adopted for the determination of the best retrofit option. In 2021, Menna et al. [226] proposed856

a novel conceptual methodology for the integrated structural and energy retrofit of the existing buildings,857

and an integrated retrofit strategy accompanied with the enhanced impact / cost and ideal compatibility858

was also presented, which provided a basis for the determination of the most appropriate retrofitting so-859

lution in the practical engineering. In 2021, Pertile et al. [227] explored the influence of environmental860

interaction in the seismic retrofit, and established a new retrofitting system for the purpose of improving861

both the energy behavior and the seismic capacity. The system was composed of insulating concrete panels862

and retrofitted outside the existing building, presenting a maximize balance between the overall retrofitting863

effects and the lifespan costs. Meanwhile, the retrofitted system indicated a significant increase in lateral864
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(b) Stiffness-based external sub-structure retrofitting design approach [182]
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stiffness and relevant reduction in seismic deformation, after considering the non-dissipative characteristics865

of the external elements. In 2021, Zanni et al. [228] presented an innovative and integrated retrofitting866

technique for the renovation of the existing buildings, which was consisted of flexible shell exoskeletons and867

thermal insulation panels for the energy efficiency amelioration. The safety, resilience and eco-efficiency were868

the retrofitting purpose during the process, and the system successfully combined the mechanical capacities869

and energy interventions to reduce the total operating costs in service time. In 2021, Zhang et al. [229]870

proposed a heterogeneous multi-criteria group framework to assess retrofit schemes, and insulation materials871

in retrofitting energy-inefficient external walls were utilized to reduce heat transfer. Besides, a combined872

weighting approach was developed according to best worst method for retrofitting assessment, and the ex-873

tended application of the retrofitting framework effectively facilitated the green-environmental urbanization874

process. In 2022, Menna et al. [230] conducted a comprehensive review of the available tools and protocols875

with related to the energy-seismic assessment of existing European buildings. Seismic resilience as well as876

energy efficiency towards sustainable retrofitting were elaborately concluded, and qualitative requirements877

for the appropriate implementation in the environmental-friendly external retrofitting scenarios were well878

summarized. Tab. 1 presents the typical comparison (e.g., superiority, drawback, cost) of the traditional879

local retrofitting, seismic isolation retrofitting and external sub-structure retrofitting.880

Table 1: The comparison of the traditional local retrofitting, seismic isolation retrofitting and external sub-structure retrofitting

Retrofitting
approach

Primary principle Superiority Drawback Cost

Traditional
local retrofitting

Utilize the plastic
failure of structure
itself to dissipate

seismic energy

Simple operation in
construction,

compatibility with the
original structure in
local enhancement

Indoor work, long
construction period, heavy
wet workload, affecting the
building function and the
overall improving effect

Cost-effective in the short term,
repeated retrofitting after a

period and more maintenance
costs over the lifespan

Seismic
isolation

retrofitting

Utilize dampers or
isolation devices to
dissipate / isolate

seismic energy

Excellent energy
isolation / absorption
effect, reducing the
seismic impact and

transferring the
structural damage

High requirements for
construction technology and

structural applicability,
reduction in stiffness leading

to excessive residual
displacement

Cost-expensive in the short
term, and unstable maintenance

costs over the lifespan
depending on the isolation

material or environment (e.g.,
aging, degeneration)

External
sub-structure
retrofitting

Utilize the external
sub-structure to

undertake seismic
input and consume

seismic energy

External construction
without inner
interference,

improving the overall
structural capacity
and lateral stiffness

Not suitable for local
reinforcement, potential

invasive works and
interventions on the existing

structure

Cost-expensive in the short
term, sustained enhancement in

structural performance,
resulting in stable maintenance
and less costs over the lifespan

4.8. Application in practical engineering881

The rapid development and scientific progress in the external sub-structure retrofitting technology con-882

tribute to the broad applications in practical engineering. The introductions of new materials, new forms,883

new constructions, and new details into the field enhance the seismic performance of external sub-structure884

itself and accelerate the industrialization process of this retrofitting technology [231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236].885

In 1988, Calderon et al. [237] investigated the seismic behavior of a twelve-storey RC frame building locat-886

ed in Mexico city, which was retrofitted with the external steel braced frame sub-structure. Experimental887

and analytical studies were carried out, and the results illustrated the great effects of the external steel888

braced frame sub-structure to stiffen the existing building. After retrofitting, the fundamental period of889

structures moved away from the predominant period of earthquake, thus enabling the building to survive890

in the Michoacan Earthquake in 1985. In 2005, Yokouchi et al. [238] applied the external frame-brace891

sub-structure technology to retrofit a three-storey residential structure. After reinforcement, the overall892

structure presented ideal seismic performance and indicated satisfactory joint stiffness. The typical applica-893

tion of this external sub-structure retrofitting technology included the reinforcement of the No. 5 teaching894
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building of Tohoku University, Japan [239]. In 2010, Takeuchi et al. [240] proposed a concept of integrated895

facade, which combined facade design, structural design, and environmental design together, and the theory896

of external sub-structures was simultaneously included for seismic retrofitting and energy dissipation. The897

concept was practically applied to a 40-years aged building in Japan. During the retrofit works, the contin-898

uous tenant occupancy was not interrupted and the indoor structural function was not affected. In 2013,899

Wu et al. [241] conducted a large number of experimental and theoretical studies on the seismic retrofitting900

of the existing concrete structures via external buckling-restrained braced sub-frames. The technology was901

successfully applied to the practical project of the student dormitory building of the University of Southern902

California in Los Angeles, which was initially constructed in 1972. The external sub-structure retrofitting903

technique in this application indicated a ideal strengthening effect and rapid connecting efficiency, and this904

student dormitory building after retrofitting is still in service nowadays, with satisfactory seismic behaviors.905

In 2014, Su et al. [242] introduced the reconstruction project in Qiansanmen area of Beijing, China as the906

engineering background, and carried out the pseudo-dynamic tests for the application of the external sub-907

structure technique. Based on the 1/2 scaled model of the old house, the experimental results validated that908

the retrofitted old house conformed to the seismic performance requirements of the current code in China,909

and the external sub-structure retrofitting technique was successfully used into the area at last. In addition,910

the excellent seismic performance of the external frame-brace sub-structure obtained from related researches911

further accelerated the possibility of its engineering application. For example, the Osaka International Con-912

vention Center adopted the external frame-BRB sub-structures to improve the lateral structural stiffness as913

a whole [243]. The analysis showed that the maximum interstorey displacement ratio of the strengthened914

structure satisfied the corresponding specification requirements even under the rare earthquake intensity.915

Fig. 14 displays some typical applications of the external sub-structure retrofitting technology in practical916

engineering.917

Figure 14: Application of the external sub-structure retrofitting approach in practical engineering [244]

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives918

A significant amount of research related to the external sub-structure retrofitting technology has been919

conducted in Japan since the 1970s and has rapidly developed in bloom with broad application across the920
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world at this stage. The external sub-structure retrofitting technology contains the advantages in both921

mechanical performances (i.e., structural-system-level improvement) and functional performances (i.e., no-922

interrupting of indoor space) than do comparable alternatives, and it simultaneously provides the possibility923

to make a connection with the new engineering materials, new structural types, and new constructional924

details, which opens a new path and provides some reference for the old buildings in earthquake-prone areas.925

The early part of this research focuses on the development of different kinds of structural forms on the macro926

level (e.g., frames, frame-braces, walls), which aims at ensuring the firmly connections and guaranteeing the927

seismic behaviors of the existing building. Since the introduction of the performance based earthquake928

engineering, a serious of analyzing methods for the critical regions of the external sub-structures have been929

raised in retrofitting, and the focus has shifted toward the research issues on the micro level (e.g., interfacial930

performance, joint property, simulation strategy). This paper serves as a resource document for researchers931

and practitioners by providing an overview of related research and summarizing the important advances932

on the use of the external sub-structure in seismic retrofitting. The general concepts are first introduced,933

multiple sub-structure types are then listed, and correlated critical issues are discussed subsequently. It also934

gives accompanying developments to numerical approaches, governing design standards, as well as practical935

implementations of the external retrofitting sub-structure technology.936

This review of the accomplishments in research and practice makes clear that the use of the external sub-937

structure retrofitting technology has been significantly advanced. The code-compliant external retrofitting938

sub-structures can be designed today in regions of high seismic intensity, and diverse novel elements can be939

considered during the retrofitting process, as shown in the practical engineering. The external retrofitting940

sub-structure can not only be cost-effective and high-quality from the perspective of life-cycle maintenance,941

but can also indicate a better seismic response and be functional after major seismic events, as long as the942

connection details are appropriately handled in the critical regions and the interface properties are effectively943

handled between the existing and external structures. These superiorities are meaningful and important,944

which increase the future prospects to broadly use the external sub-structure retrofitting technology in the945

years to come.946

Although tremendous research progress has been made toward the development of the external sub-947

structure retrofitting technology in earthquake-prone zones, the transfer of this progress for application in948

practice has been relatively slow at this stage. As for the construction process, the commonly-adopted ex-949

ternal sub-structure is still by traditional cast-in-place method, while the advances in the precast-assembly950

are mainly for newly-built structure but not the external sub-structure in retrofitting, which also affects the951

further development of this technology. Although the prestress technology has been combined with the ex-952

ternal sub-structure retrofitting technology in construction, a few issues such as the prestress anchorage into953

the sub-structural foundation or the effects of the soil-sub-structure interactions are still worthy of attention.954

As for the interfacial performance and joint property, the rigid-type connections have been used more ex-955

tensively than any other hybrid-type constitutions which have been proposed. Beside, the present research956

aims at realizing the firm-shear-mechanism and the consistent deformation between the new-old interfaces,957

while some flexibility-shear-mechanism based on the energy-dissipating or damage-transferring principles958

still requires investigation. As for the research strategy, the explorations on the seismic performance of the959

external retrofitting sub-structure is mainly focused on the experimental research. By designing different960

specimens, the influence of connection mode, engineering parameters and other factors on the structural961

strength, ductility and energy dissipation capacity are then studied. With the development of computer962

technology and modern numerical methods, it is an important development trend in the future to carry963

out earthquake disaster simulation of the external sub-structure retrofitting performance and to conduct964

the detailed parametric analysis, combined with the finite-element approaches (e.g., three-dimensional sol-965

id elements or fiber beam-column-member elements). As for the assessment object, the present research966

is primarily based on the single structure, and in the future the analysis from the aspect of group struc-967

ture/region/city under the purpose of performance based seismic retrofitting can be further conducted. The968

application of artificial intelligence and data-driven methods into the earthquake engineering as well as the969

external sub-structure retrofitting technology is also a rapidly developing field worthy of noticing. Mean-970

while, the corresponding indicators such as resilience, robustness, recoverability and repairability from the971

aspect of reliability or probability can be introduced into the external sub-structure retrofitting technology.972
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As for the design procedure, the present force-based design methods in the external sub-structure retrofitting973

technology can be coupled with the performance-based and risk-induced earthquake engineering to give a974

more comprehensive and optimal design strategy. Further enhancement of design guidelines and further975

progress to overcome these concerns will take place in the coming years. These efforts and developments976

will contribute to the increase of confidence for the widespread application of the external sub-structure977

retrofitting technology in seismic-prone regions in the near future.978
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